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Hi, I'm Elizabeth
A WRITER, GENTLE PARENTING ADVOCATE
& FELLOW MOM BASED IN CALGARY.

I understand your desire for a healthy relationship with your child
based on openness, trust, and unconditional love. However, many
conventional disciplining tactics work against such goals.
Punishment, timeouts, threats, and rewards may appear to be
coercive. They work...but not for the reasons you might expect,
and certainly not long term.
These old timey approaches instill dread, worry, and distrust.
Children cooperate because they are afraid rather than because
they are learning.
They may be frightened by our words, tone of voice, or stature.
More than anything, they're afraid of losing their connection
with us.
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Gentle Parenting To The Rescue
Because little children understand that their life depends on
their ability to remain tied to us, they will go to great lengths to
safeguard or repair that connection.
Because they rely on connection, conventional disciplinary
approaches might appear to "work" in the short term.
They convey that your affection for your child is conditional on
his or her behavior as a parent. Your child learns that you love
them while they're doing well, but not when they're doing
badly.

“GENTLE PARENTING IS A
LIFESTYLE THAT
EMBRACES BOTH YOUR
PHYSICAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL
BEHAVIOR, NOT ONLY
TOWARDS YOUR
CHILDREN, BUT TO
YOURSELF TOO”
SARA HOCKWELL-SMITH

This is why Gentle Parenting is so big on using Correction
Through Connection.

Stronger Connections Lead
To Better Behavior
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1.

Respect.

Just because you want to be a gentle parent and use
kindness and connection to raise your kids with, it does
not mean you have to also be a pushover.
When you show kindness to your child you show them
that you respect them, and they really matter to you.
Parents who teach their children to respect each other
are also teaching them that respect is a choice.
Respect is linked to their principles, which will grow
when they encounter positive role models.
Respecting your child in practise requires replacing
harsh demands with soft requests and providing
invitations for partnership instead of fear-based
cautions.

What does it look like to show our kids
respect?
Here are five strategies to demonstrate
respect, enhance your child's abilities, and
prevent power struggles with your child:
Ask Fewer Questions

Instead Of: “How was school today?”
Try: “Welcome home. I’m SO glad to see you, I
missed you!”
Wait To Respond
Child: “Can Dogs Swim?”
Parent: “That’s an interesting question. What do you think?”

Let Your Child Own Their Own Body

Instead Of: Wiping child's face after dinner
Try: “You have a little food on your cheek, here’s
a napkin if you’d like to wipe it off.”
Allow Your child To Answer For Themselves

Instead Of: " He loves to eat Bananas, they're
his favorite"
Try: Fred can tell you if he likes Bananas, he
knows better than me.
Allow Your Child Space To Be "Ready"
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Instead Of: "You need to practice your dance
routine"
Try: "I trust you know how to do your dance
routine for Tuesday"

2.

Quality Time.

Creating these daily connections is important for
creating memories, strong family bonds and helping
children learn emotional regulation skills.
Sometimes quality time is a love language for children,
so if you can learn to speak it, great things will come
your way.
When spending time with your child or children,
adapting to their physical and/or emotional
development will best suit their requirements.
The amount of time you spend with your child is more
essential than what you do with them. When a child asks
for one-on-one time with a parent, whether through
play, outside activities or simply speaking, they are
expressing a need to be loved.
Your parenting journey can be a lot easier with the
simple solution of quality time.
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What Does Quality Time Have To
Do With Gentle Parenting?
Quality time with kids helps build those
strong connections that kids crave. By giving
them your time and attention, they are more
willing to be cooperative when you need
them to be.
Quality Time Activity Ideas
Take A Walk
Cook/Bake Together
Eat As A Family
Talk At Bedtime
Tell Jokes
Clean Up Together
Sit Outside Together
Have Game Night
Play Their Games
Read Books

"IF WE WANT OUR KIDS TO
HAVE HAPPY,
PRODUCTIVE, MORAL
LIVES, WE MUST ALLOW
MORE TIME FOR PLAY,
NOT LESS."
PETER GRAY, PROFESSOR IN
PSYCHOLOGY

3.

Routines.

Set clearly defined routines for the most problematic
times of the day, such as mornings, after school,
mealtimes, and bedtimes, because children thrive on
routines.

Allow your children to participate in determining the
order of the routine–do we get dressed first or wash our
teeth first? What can you do to assist in the preparation
of dinner?

Why Are Routines Important When
It Comes To Raising Kids?
Routines provide a sense of security and predictability for
children by not only explaining what is expected, but also
providing early warning of what is to come next. When
the brain isn't sure what's coming next, it goes into high
alert and defence mode. It can stay calm, responsive, and
cooperative when it knows what to anticipate.

Routines Are Not Schedules:
Schedules are different from routines in that they have specific times
allotted to them. The schedules are frequently more rigid.
Routines are a set of actions that are repeated on a regular basis.

For smaller children, write down the routine's
arrangement in drawings or text and let them to paint it
before hanging it somewhere they'll see it every day.
Then stay with it.
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How To Create A Family Routine
Brainstorm your daily activities and needs
Order the important items first
Display the routine
Explain the routine
Practice
Revise the routine when needed

Natural
Consequences.

4.

A natural consequence occurs as a result of a children’s
action, without the interference of an adult.
For example, if a child doesn’t want to wear a raincoat
and its raining outside, they will get wet.
When you do shame the child for making a mistake, they
get on the defensive and focus on being angrier with
you for shaming than for learning the lesson from the
consequence.
Instead, an excellent way to connect with your child
when they make a mistake and are facing a natural
consequence is to show empathy and understanding,
and you’ll get gratitude from them instead of attitude!
When you allow a natural consequence to occur, you’re
not rescuing your child from the situation by interfering
and fixing the problem, you are allowing room for the
mistake to happen, and that is one of the hardest things
to do as a parent.
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How To Use Natural Consequences
When your child misbehaves or is just not following
directions, natural consequences are a great way to teach
your child some lessons!
Examples Of Natural Consequences
Child goes into garden without a raincoat – they get wet
Child flushes a toy down the toilet – it gets ruined/lost
Child chases a bee – it stings them
Child doesn’t eat – they are hungry
Child goes out without jumper – they get cold
Child throws a ball at the TV – the TV breaks
Child runs down a hill – they fall over
Child touches fire – they get burned

Some of these are dangerous and many aren’t age
appropriate. You wouldn’t want your child to starve, or badly
injure themselves.
You can use natural consequences from birth if they are age
appropriate, however do not expect your child to learn from
them very much if you use them under the age of three.

5.

Play

Play shouldn’t be too difficult for parents. It’s not about
setting up complicated sensory bins and spending every
second helping your child play.
It’s about giving your child the tools, such as a toy, and
the space to learn how to use that toy.
Think back to when your child was a small baby, around
6-12 months of age.
You would give your baby a toy, show them how to use
it, and give your baby some space to figure it out. Your
baby might play with the toy, or go somewhere else to
explore their environment.
That’s ok. You were there to give them the idea of the
activity and they chose to do something else.
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How To Be A More
Playful Parent

Let The Child Lead
Allow your child to take the lead rather than attempting to
come up with a unique plot. Some kids are fast to turn
playtime into a full-fledged storey, and you can just sit back
and enjoy the ride.
Create Special Play Time
Set out 15-20 minutes each day to be fun with your child at
the same time. This is especially beneficial if you do it at the
same time each day so that it becomes a habit.
Ditch The Phone
Keep your phone firmly out of reach when you’re playing with
your child. You don’t want to be distracted by messages,
phone calls, or social media, which can cause you to lose
focus and leave you out of “the zone.”
Plan Ahead
There’s no shame in compiling a list ahead of time if you’re
having difficulties thinking of ways to be a fun parent in the
moment.

Interested In
Learning More
About Gentle
Parenting?
SIGN UP FOR A FREE 1 HR WEBINAR

by Amy McCready.
CLICK
HERE
TIREDMOMSUPERMOM.COM

